Tennis Match Results  
Nebraska vs Texas Tech  
Mar 03, 2019 at Lubbock, TX  
(The Falls Tennis & Athletic Club)

#38 Texas Tech 6, Nebraska 1

### Singles competition
1. Toby Boyer (NU) def. #114 Tommy Mylnikov (TTU) 7-6 (7-2), 6-2
2. #115 Parker Wynn (TTU) def. Micah Klousia (NU) 6-1, 4-6, 6-2
3. Ilgiz Valiev (TTU) def. William Gleason (NU) 7-5, 6-7, 6-2
4. Bjorn Thomson (TTU) def. Isaac Nortey (NU) 6-2, 7-6
5. Franco Ribero (TTU) def. Chris Dean (NU) 6-4, 6-4
6. Jackson Cobb (TTU) def. Alvaro Moreno Lozano (NU) 6-0, 6-0

### Doubles competition
1. #8 Bjorn Thomson/Parker Wynn (TTU) def. Toby Boyer/William Gleason (NU) 6-4
2. Jackson Cobb/Tommy Mylnikov (TTU) def. Micah Klousia/Chris Dean (NU) 6-4
3. Matheus Leite/Ilgiz Valiev (TTU) vs. Isaac Nortey/Jon Meyer (NU) 5-4, unfinished

Match Notes:
Nebraska 7-5  
Texas Tech 8-5; National ranking #38  
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1); Singles (1,4,2,3,6,5)